Speech recognition front end noUe removal algorithms have, in the past, estimated clean speech features from corrupted speech features. The accuracy of the noise removal process varies from fuun e to frame, and from dimension to dimension in the feature stream, due in part to the instantaneous SR of the input In this paper, we show that localized knowledge of the accuracy of the noise removal process can be directly incOJPorated into the Gaus sian evaluati on within the decoder, to produce higher recognition accuracies. To prove this concept, we modify the SPLICE algo rithm to output uncc:rtain ty information, and show that the combi nation of SPLICE with uncertainty decoding can remove 74.2% of the errors in a subset of the Aurora2 task.
INTRODUCTION
As soon as speech recognition systems moved out of pristine labo ratol)' environments and into more mainstream use, it became clear that noise robustness would become a necessary component of any application. It is no longer safe to assume that speech input comes front a known microphone through a channe l with high signal to noise ratio. Consequently, systems must be modified to deal with these harsher environments.
Research continues into both feature-and model-domain tech niques to improve the robustness of speech recognition systems.
It was shown in [I] that a feature-domain technique can achieve higher recognition accuracy than using matched n oisy training and testing conditions. Since this matched condition is the limit that any model-domain technique strives for, we focus on techniques in the feature domain that allow us to beat the limit.
One general method for feature-domain cepstral de-noising is to design a module that pre-processes cepstra before they are fed into the speec h recognition system. This includes parametri c fea ture space transformations [2, 3] , spectral subtraction, vector Tay lor series, CDCN, stereo piecewise linear compensation for envi rorunent (SPLICE) (4) , and cepstraI smoothing techniques such as RASTA and CMN. The advantage of all of these techniques is that they can be seamlessly integrated into existing systems, without a complete overhaul of existing code.
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Many of these algorithms can be simply modified to produce estimates of the uncertainty of the noise removal process in ad dition to the cleaned features. Figure I represents the proposed system. Noise D corrupts the clean speech signal x, producing the noisy signal y. This is followed by the noise removal algorithm, which outputs a conditional PDF p(yJx).
This paper describes how the uncertainty from the noUe re moval system can be directly integrated into the decoding pro cess. The uncertainty is generated by augmenting the SPLICE al gorithm, which recently had the best noise removal performance at a special Aurora session in Eurospeec h 2001 [4] . Uncertainty decoding improves the performance even further.
Our work generalizes the missing feature techniques in (5), and integrates more easily inlO existing decoders. It has a continu ous, soft weighting of data rather than discarding regions below a set threshold.
In Section 2, we describe how the Gaussian evaluation in the decoder is modified to incorporate the new information from the front end. Section 3 contains a brief overview of SPLICE and a de scription of how the uncertainty estimation can be integrated into the noise removal process. In Section 4, we provide experimental results that show how uncertainty decoding improves recognition accuracy in the Aurora task.
UNCERTAINTY DECODING
Here we present a framework whereby estimates of the error , or uncertainty, associated with noise removal can be incorporated into the recognition process.
Uncertainty Modifies Gaussian Evaluation
At the heart of the speech recognition engine, many Gaussian mix ture components are evaluated.
When rec ognizing uncorrup ted speech cepstra, the purpose of these evaluations is to discover the probability of each clean obser vation vector, conditioned on the mixture index, Pxlm(xlm) for the individual Gaussian in the speech model used by the recog nizer.
If the training and testing conditions do not match, as is the case in noise-corrup ted speech recognition, one option is to ignore the imperfections of the noise removal, and evaluate P"lm (Jelm). This is the classic case of passing the output of the noise removal algorithm directly to the recognizer.
A more rigorous approach, uncertainty decoding, is to gener ate the joint conditional PDF p(x, Ylm) and marginalize over all possible unseen clean speech cepstra:
Under this framework, instead of just providing cleaned � stra, the noise removal process estimates the conditional distribu tion p(ylx, m), as a function of x. For ease of implementation,
we assume' that p (ylx) is independent ofm:
Finally. the probability for the observation y, conditioned on each acoustic model Gaussian mixture component m, can be cal culated.
This formula is evaluated for each Gaussian mixture compo
The uncertainty output from the front end increases the vari ance of the Gaussian mixture component, producing an effective smoothing in cases where the front end is uncertain of the true value of the cleaned cepstra.
Special Cases
Two special cases exist for uncertainty decoding. In the absence of uncertainty information from the noise removal process, we can either assume that there is no uncertainty or that there is complete uncertainty.
If there were no uncertainty, then u� = O. The probability of the observation y, for each acoustic model Gaussian mixture component m, simplifies to:
This is the traditional method of passing features directly from the noise removal algorithm to the decoder.
If there were complete uncertainty of any of the cepstral coef ficients, the corresponding u1 would approach infinity. That coef ficient would have no effect on the calculation ofp(y lm). This is desirable behavior, under the assumption that the coefficient could not contribute to discrimination.
Both of these extreme cases are similar to the computations performed when using hard thresholds with missing feature tech niques [51. There has been some success in incorporating heuristic soft thresholds with missing feature techniques [6] , but we believe that uncertainty decoding benefits from a rigorous probabilistic framework.
3. SPLICE NOISE REMOVAL AND UNCERTAINTY SPLICE [4] is an algorithm that learns a probabilistic model of distortion from a clean cepstral vector, x, into a noisy one, y. Us ing this model, SPLICE can produce an approximation of the PDF p(Ylx) for any distorted input y.
'The mixture index m effectively partitions the acoustic spa<:e and B complete treatment would include this effect in the calculations.
A Model ofSpeec:h and its Degradation
SPLICE makes two fundamental assumptions about the form of the joint probability of x and y. The first assumption is that the noisy speech cepstral vector follows the distribution of mixture of Gaussians:
One distribution p(y) is trained for each separate distortion condition (not indexed for clarity), and can be thought as a "code book" with a total of N codewords (means) and their variances. Each codebook is implicitly conditioned on a specific noise type and level. To select the appropriate codebook at runtime, we devel oped an effective on-line environmental selection method, which has bee n described in detail in [7] .
The second assumption made by the SPLICE is that the con ditional probability density function (PDF) for the clean vector x given the noisy speech vector. y, and the region index, s, is Gaus sian whose mean vector is a linear transformation of the noisy speech vector y. In this paper, we take a simplified form of this linear transformation by making the rotation matrix to be the iden tity matrix, leaving only the bias or correction vector. Thus, the conditional PDF is assumed to have the form, p(xly, a ) = N(x; y + r., [' .).
SPLICE Training
Since the noisy speech PDF p(y) is assumed to be a mixture of Gaussians, the standard EM algorithm can be used to train 1'. and Q". on noisy speech. Initial values of the parameters are determined by a VQ clustering algorithm.
If stereo data is available, the parameters r. and [' • of the con ditional PDF p(xly, s) can be trained using the maximum likeli hood criterion:
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This training procedure requires a set of stereo (two channel) data.
One chann el contains the clean utterance. and the other contains the same utterance with distortion. The two-chann el data can be collected, for example, by' simultaneously recording on one close talk and one far-field microphone.
For the Aurora work reported in this paper, the SPLICE pa rameters were trained using identical utterances from the clean training set and the multi-style training set.
Complete SPLICE
In the past, SPLICE has bee n applied to the 13-dimensional static cepstral coefficients only, ignoring the fact that delta and accelera tion coefficients are also central to the recognition process. Since SPLICE processes each frame independently, one could argue that the SPLICE mapping is incomplete. The delta and acceleration features computed on-line during recognition, from these cleaned static features, ire not optimal.
Alternatively, the static feature vector can be completed with delta and acceleration components before passing the vector to SPLICE for processing. Under this improved scenario, SPLICE maps a 39-dimensional noisy input vector to a 39-dimensional cleaned speech output vector. The advantage of this approach is that it is consistent across the entire vector being modeled by the recognizer. Of course, the delta and acceleration parameters no longer correspond to a linear filtering of the static parameters.
Estimatingp( Y lx)
For uncertainty decoding, the front end must provide an estimate of the conditional probability density function
as a function of x . We do this by leveraging the probabilistic framework of SPLICE.
Each term of the numel1ltor is directly computable from the SPLICE parameters. It is somewhat more difficult to derive the prior p (x).
First, note that the joint conditional probability p (x,Y l s) can be re-written as,
So the prior for x is simply.
p(x) = L>(xls)p(s)
In order to simplify p(Ylx) for use in Eq. I, we approximate this mixture of Gaussians as a single Gaussian,
L(r.+p.}p(s).and
• We then use this approximation to simplify p( Y lx).
Of course this derivation onl y makes sense when a! ��.
(10)
Recall that u! is the global variance of the clean speech prior, and that r� is the expected squared error of the noise removal pr0-cess. There are two cases where we might expect Eq. 10 to be vi olated. Either the noise removal process is fundamentally flawed, and expects itself to be doing worse than outputting the prior mean for spee ch, or our approximation of p(x} is causing mischief. In the handful cases that don't obey Eq. 10, we assume the latter to be the case, and simpl y force cr� � r! + f, where f = 0.1. In practice. this occur s on less than 5% of cepstral ooefficients.
Id&;ally, the conditional distribution we see k would be given by the sum in Eq. 7. but the fast implementation we use the assump tion that p(YI II ) p( /I) is zero for all but one value of s.
SPLICE processing then consists of two sequential operations. First, finding optimal codeword s using the VQ codebook based on the parameters (1'.,0'.), and then finding x and crl according to Eq. 8 and Eq. 9. Figure 2 illustrates that SPLICE is producing reasonable outputs. The upper half of the figure shows Co as a function of time, for both uncorrupted and corrupted speech . The lower half of the figure shows the x parameter output by SPLICE, as well as the range of variation (±cr�). The cepstral ooefficient Co is roughly related to frame energy.
RESULTS

Qualitative
In speech regions, Co is large and masks the contribution of noise.
The value of x is accurate, and the margin of erro r is small. In non-speech regions, Co from the noise masks the speech value. The value of x is less accuIate, and is accompanied by a larger variance. We observe that the Co for dean speech is consistent with the bounds described by the dashed lines in the lower balf of I-59
Quandtadve
Several connected digit experiments were run using the framework provided in the Aurora2 [8] corpus. The acoustic model training data consists of 8440 clean utterances and the same utterances in groups of 422, corrupted 20 different ways. These 20 sets con sist of four noise types (subway, babble, car, and exhibition) ar tificially added at five different signal to noise ratios (infinite, 20, IS, 10, and 5). All of our tests were performed with an acoustic modellrained on clean data with scripts provided with the Aurora2 framework.
Only results on set A, which consists of 28028 files are re ported in this paper. This set is partitioned in to the same noise types found in the training dats, artificially added at seven differ ent signal to noise ratios (infinite, 20, IS, 10, 5, 0, and -5).
SPLICE, as represented in this paper, docs not generalize well to unseen noise types (contained in set B), or unseen convolutional channe ls (contained in set C), although it has been shown that both of these limitations can be easily overcome [4] with noise mean normalization (NMN) and cepstral mean normalization (CMN).
Neither technique is used in this paper; in theory the results on set A should be uncbanged by their omission. Table 1 shows digit recognition accuracy for eight different experiments, consisting of three different front ends, and three dif ferent decoding strategies. 
92.81%
The front ends considered were a standard MFCC algorithm, SPLICE, and Complete SPLICE. The standard MFCC algorithm was identical to the Aurora reference in all respects but one: we modified it to use magnitude-squared spectra internally instead of magnitude spectra. SPLICE and Complete SPLICE post-process this data as dcscn' bed in Section 3.
We considered decoders without uncertainty, with uncertainty generated by SPLICE, and true uncertainty generated from oracle data. The SPLICE uncertainties were of course unavailable for the reference MFCC front end, and computed as described above for the other front ends. The true uncertainties were derived by com puting the magnitude-squared error between the front-end output and the true clean speech cepstra, which are available in the Au rora2 data.
The experiments with true uncertainty are indicative of how much improvement we can expect by performing uncertainty de coding. For the standard front end, it is possible to eliminate over 60% of the word error rate just by adding perfect knowledge of the magnitude of the cepstral errors. For the front ends containing SPLICE, the possible improvement is smaller, but not negligible.
Estimating the uncertainty using SPUCE yields improvement in both cases. The best realizable system, the Complete SPLICE front end, including uncertainty decoding, reduces the word erro r rate by 74.2% with respect to the front end without SPLICE.
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DISCUSSION
We have described a systematic process for incorporating uncer tainty from the noise removal process into a speech recognition system.
Uncertainty decoding carries two major benefits. First, includ ing the conditional probability p(ylx) effectively accounts for the residual corruption from the noise removal process. And second, because uncertainty decoding is based on a comprehensive proba bilistic framework, we avoid any heuristic tuning.
It should be simple to modify most noise removal algorithms to produce uncertainty estimates. We have demonstrated this us ing SPLICE. Introducing uncertainty decoding reduced the aver age word error rate of our state of the art system by over 20% relative.
